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ACAP Has Got It Going
ON!!!
What’s new in ACAP
By Tai Moton-McIntyre, ACAP Counselor
ACAP is a happening place and has added
more to the facility to better serve our population. To start, we have added new Education
Counselors for those interested in using their
G.I. Bill toward their education. There are also
four tracks that the transitioning Soldier can
take and they include:
-Employment Track: The Soldier separating
and going straight to work, will have the opportunity to work on and complete a job
packet.
-Education Track: The Soldier separating and
going to school to further their education, will
work on applying to school and identifying a
major while learning how to use their benefits
efficiently towards their education.
-Technical Track: The Soldier interested in attending a technical school following separation, will work on deciding which school best
fits their education while working on applications and using their benefits towards education.
-Entrepreneur Track: The Soldier planning to
start a business following separation, will discuss what starting a business entails as well as
what it takes to obtain a business loan and
construct a business plan.
ACAP serves the transitioning Soldier by tailoring their ACAP process to best fit the Soldier as
an individual and their unique situation. The
ACAP process is important for the transitioning
Soldier, so that they are able to transition
smoothly and effectively. When the Soldier
completes ACAP they should leave with a plan
for action following their military service.
ACAP strives to provide all of their consumers
with the best customer service, by meeting
their individual needs, while accommodating
them to the best of our ability.

GAP ANALYSIS
A helpful Tool!!
The Gap Analysis is a mandatory ACAP
document that is completed in the Transition MOS Crosswalk Class. This document is a helpful tool in gathering your
thoughts in an organized manner to decide what direction you are going in next
and what it takes to meet your goals.
This document will help catalog and compare current skills and experience with
desired civilian career goals.

MAXIMIZE YOUR ACAP EXPERIENCE
Remember...ACAP is here to serve all of
your Transition needs. In addition to mandatory appointments stop by and schedule
appointments with your counselor for:
-Resume reviews
-Mock interviews
-Career/education planning
-Transition resources/concerns
-One-on-one financial counseling.

ACAP Facts
and Stuff...

A message from Education Counselors!!
The Fort Riley Education Counselors located in Building 212. We offer a variety of
educational assistance including:
 Determining Career and Personal Goals
 Answering questions regarding the differences between the Post 9/11 GI Bill
and Montgomery GI Bill
 Assisting with locating schools in a desired location
 Completing a comparison of academic
institutions
 Compiling a list of schools with desired
majors/programs
 Researching admissions and application
requirements
 Proofreading entrance essays
 Locating transcripts
 Applying for Financial Aid
 Locating and applying for scholarships
The Education Counselors conduct a 2 day
workshop designed to assist Separating Service Members to identify what types of
school/programs are right for them. In addition the workshop provides a short career
assessment tool to help determine what field
the student should be pursuing based on his/
her career goals and personality traits. At
the end of the workshop, students will have
created a PIN in order to complete the
FAFSA Application and been provided with
a list of website resources as well as a list of
current scholarships. The plan is that students will have a well rounded idea of what
it takes to not only get into school, but to
obtain their ultimate educational goals.
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Hiring Heroes Career Fair
Wednesday, April 23, 2014
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Riley’s Conference Center
Bldg 446 Seitz Rd.

